Nominalizations: Stuttgart-Tromsø Meeting

July 2-3, Stuttgart

Room 17.11, Keplerstr. 17

Friday, July 2

10:00 - 12:00: Business meeting: general discussion on finances, meetings etc.

12:00 - 13:30: Lunch break

13:30 - 14:30: Framework presentation: Distributed Morphology (Artemis)


15:45 - 16:30: General discussion on syntactic categories in nominalizations (Gianina)

Coffee will be available in the room, so we will not have special coffee breaks. In principle we can go on till 16:45 with the program.

19:00: Dinner at “Schlesinger”

Saturday, July 3

10:30 - 11:15: Kaori Takamine: “PPs in Japanese nominalizations”

11:15 - 12:00: Monika Basic: “Monoargumental verbs in Serbian: participles and nominalizations”

12:00 - 13:30: Lunch break

13:30 - 14:15: Antonio Fabregas, “Zero event nouns, deverbal and otherwise”

14:15 - 15:00: Florian Schäfer, “Natural atomic event -er nominalizations”

19:00: Dinner - restaurant to be announced